Many applications benefit from the use of a suitable ontology but it can be difficult to determine which ontology is best suited to a particular application. Although ontology evaluation techniques are improving as more measures and methodologies are proposed, the literature contains few specific examples of cohesive evaluation activity that links ontologies, applications and their requirements, and measures and methodologies. In this paper, we present ROMEO, a requirements-oriented methodology for evaluating ontologies, and apply it to the task of evaluating the suitability of some general ontologies (variants of sub-domains of the Wikipedia category structure) for supporting browsing in Wikipedia. The ROMEO methodology identifies requirements that an ontology must satisfy, and maps these requirements to evaluation measures. We validate part of this mapping with a task-based evaluation method involving users, and report on our findings from this user study.
Introduction
Many applications benefit from the use of a suitable ontology. However, when faced with the task of choosing an ontology for a particular application, perhaps from a number of similar ontologies, it can be difficult to determine which ontology is best suited to the application: how can the suitability of an ontology be measured or evaluated, before it is deployed? Although ontology evaluation techniques are improving as more measures and methodologies are proposed, the literature contains few specific examples of cohesive evaluation activity that links ontologies, applications and their requirements, and measures and methodologies. In this paper, we present ROMEO, a requirements-oriented methodology for evaluating ontologies, and apply it to the task of evaluating the suitability of particular ontologies to supporting browsing in Wikipedia.
Wikipedia allows users to create and edit articles across a broad range of subject areas, and maintains a category structure that users can browse to access articles. Wikipedia's category structure may be seen as an information hierarchy. It is by no means a strict and logically grounded ontology as it has many inconsistencies and is loose in its definition of relationships. However, it can be seen as an ontology because it has an explicit, shared and agreed upon conceptualisation even though it does not meet requirements for a simple ontology in the spectrum of ontology specifications described by McGuinness [20] . In this manner, it can be seen as one of the largest public ontologies available on the web having a large coverage of information, utilised by many users and is constantly evolving. Sub-domains in the Wikipedia category structure are also ontologies; in this paper, we vary two subdomains, to obtain comparable ontologies, and apply the ROMEO methodology to perform ontology evaluation measures on the two sub-domains and their variants.
Section 2 presents an overview of ontology evaluation approaches, criteria and measures. Section 3 describes ROMEO, our requirements-oriented methodology for evaluating ontologies. Section 4 discusses the requirements that the Wikipedia category structure should satisfy in order to support browsing, and applies the ROMEO methodology to map these requirements to evaluation measures. In Section 5, we seek to validate one of these mappings with a task-based evaluation method involving users, and report on our findings from this user study. Section 6 summarises our conclusions and discusses some future directions.
Ontology evaluation
With more ontologies being made available, evaluating which ontology is suitable becomes a problem. It is difficult to discern whether one ontology is better than another. If one is picked, it may lack definitions, axioms or relations required in a domain or application. If none is suitable, an ontology may need to be built from scratch or be composed of several smaller ontologies or ontology modules. However, the process in which ontologies are specified can be ad hoc at times. Whether an ontology is to be selected from a set of candidate ontologies or an ontology is to be constructed, methods for evaluating its suitability and applicability are needed. In this section, we discuss the main existing approaches for ontology evaluation, including criteria and measures.
Ontology evaluation approaches
There are three main approaches to ontology evaluation: Gold standard evaluation: This approach compares an ontology with another ontology that is deemed to be the benchmark. Typically, this kind of evaluation is applied to an ontology that is generated (semi-automatically or according to a learning algorithm) to assess the effectiveness of the generating process. Maedche and Staab [18] give an example of a gold standard ontology evaluation and they propose ways to empirically measure similarities between ontologies both lexically and conceptually based on the overlap in relations. These measures determine the accuracy of discovered relations generated from their proposed ontology learning system compared with an existing ontology, but are not so useful outside the domain of ontology learning because if a known gold standard ontology exists then there is no need to evaluate other ontologies.
Criteria-based evaluation: This approach takes the ontology and evaluates it based on criteria [7] such as consistency, completeness, conciseness, expandability and sensitivity. It depends on external semantics to perform the kind of evaluation that only humans are currently able to do, since it is difficult to construct automated tests to compare ontologies using such criteria [2] . These criteria focus on the characteristics of the ontology in isolation from the application. So, while ontology criteria may be met, it may not satisfy all the needs of the application even if some needs may correspond with the ontology criteria.
Task-based evaluation: This approach evaluates an ontology based on the competency of the ontology in completing tasks. In taking such an approach, we can judge whether an ontology is suitable for the application or task in a quantitative manner by measuring its performance within the context of the application. The disadvantage of this approach is that an evaluation for one application or task may not be comparable with another task. Hence, evaluations need to be taken for each task being considered.
Ontology evaluation methodologies
Broadly speaking, the purpose of evaluation is ''to find areas for improvement and/or to generate an assessment'' [3] by ''the systematic determination of the quality or value of something'' [24] . Evaluation also helps determine when the desired level of quality has been attained. Moeller and Paulish [21] state (rephrasing deMarco [4] and inspired by Lord Kelvin), ''you cannot easily manage what you cannot measure''. Another motivation for evaluation is to challenge assumptions and accepted practices.
In the case of ontologies, evaluation is carried out for ontology selection and for tracking progress in ontology development. Ontology evaluation methodologies are distinguished from ontology engineering methodologies as they provide a framework for defining appropriate methods for evaluating ontologies. In the following, we present two influential ontology evaluation methodologies: OntoClean and OntoMetric.
OntoClean
The OntoClean methodology evaluates ontologies using formal notions from philosophy with the goal of making ''modelling assumptions clear'' [28] . Applying OntoClean may help an ontology meet the evaluation criterion of correctness. Correctness refers to whether the modelled entities and properties in an ontology correctly represent entities in the world being modelled. OntoClean addresses this by introducing meta-properties to capture various characteristics of classes, and constraints upon those meta-properties, which help to assess the correct usage of the subsumption relation between classes in an ontology [14, 28] .
The OntoClean methodology seeks to correct classes in an ontology that are modelled as subclasses when they should be modelled as properties, or as a subclass of another concept, or even a separate class on its own. The principles of rigidity, identity, unity and dependence are used to determine this. These four meta-properties are used as ontological tools to analyse subclasses in an ontology [12] .
OntoMetric
Lozano-Tello and Gó mez-Pé rez [17] propose the OntoMetric methodology that uses application constraints as a basis for ontology selection. OntoMetric uses an adapted version of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method proposed by Saaty [23] to aid decision-making on multiple criteria. A key component is the multilevel tree of characteristics (MTC), which is a taxonomy of characteristics. The top level of this taxonomy has five dimensions of an ontology: content, language, methodology used to build the ontology, tools used to build the ontology, and the cost to utilise the ontology. A set of factors is associated with each dimension and for each factor, there are characteristics associated also. These characteristics are taken from existing work and include design qualities, ontology evaluation criteria, cost, and language characteristics. The methodology uses the following steps.
Step 1: Analyse project aims. From the analysis of an ontology engineer, a set of objectives is specified according to guidelines for a suitable ontology given by the respective organisation seeking to adopt an ontology. ''They must decide on the importance of the terms of the ontology, the precision of definitions, the suitability of relations between concepts, the reliability of the methodology used to build the ontology, etc.'' [17] .
Step 2: Obtain a customised MTC. Based on the set of objectives from the project aims, the MTC described above is modified to include a set of desired characteristics. This results in a customised MTC.
Step 3: Weigh up each characteristic against each other. Pairs of characteristics are weighted against each other to indicate the importance of one characteristic over another. For each characteristic, a weight wt is assigned against each other. This pairwise comparison forms a comparison matrix and eigenvectors are calculated from this matrix. This is used to determine the suitable ontologies in Step 5.
Step 4: Assign linguistic score for each characteristic of a candidate ontology. For each candidate ontology c, assess its characteristics and assign score wc along the linguistic scale for the given characteristic. The linguistic scale is applied for each characteristic and varies according to the characteristic. A typical set of linguistic values may be hvery low, low, medium, high, very highi or hnon-supported, supportedi.
Step 5: Select the most suitable ontology. The similarity between the characteristics of each candidate ontology is evaluated. This is achieved by comparing vectors of the weights wt and wc of the candidate ontology c and the modified taxonomy of characteristics in the customised MTC.
OntoMetric is a criteria-based ontology evaluation methodology for choosing an ontology based on a set of ontology characteristics. OntoMetric provides a way to compare ontologies based on various objectives. The methodology bases its evaluation on multiple criteria which link directly to the objectives. However, there are some limitations with this methodology and we outline them below:
Determining the customised MTC for ontology selection depends on manual specification, which may be subjective and inconsistent. For example, in Step 1 of OntoMetric, the methodology instructs ontology engineers to determine the importance of aspects of an ontology such as the set of terms and relationships. However, OntoMetric does not help guide ontology engineers with the process of mapping these objectives to specific aspects of ontologies, especially evaluating content of an ontology. A crucial part of this methodology is that users need to be familiar with the set of ontology characteristics available.
The list of characteristics for evaluating content is limited. There are other existing measures proposed in literature which we present in Section 2.4.
The linguistic scale does not use specific measurements of an ontology characteristic. It is up to the user to assign values of an ontology characteristic for a candidate ontology according the linguistic scale. There are no quantifiable indicators for a given association of a value on the scale to the criteria, which may limit how meaningful each comparison is. For example, a value of high given for the number of concepts in a candidate ontology may refer to 100 concepts or 1000 concepts.
OntoMetric does not help ontology evaluation for the case of ontology development. Rather, OntoMetric can only be used to decide which ontology is the most suitable from a set of candidate ontologies. In the case that a new ontology is being developed, this methodology does not help to determine a suitable method for evaluating that ontology.
Ontology evaluation criteria
Various criteria have been proposed for the evaluation of ontologies as listed in Table 1 . These criteria can be used to evaluate the design of an ontology and in aiding requirements analysis.
Some of these criteria can be successfully determined using ontology tools. Reasoners, such as FaCT and RACER, provide the means to check for errors in ontologies, such as redundant terms, inconsistencies between definitions and definitions referred to but not defined. Dong et al. [5] have used existing software engineering tools and techniques to check for errors in ontologies in the military domain.
Some criteria, such as clarity and expandability, can be difficult to evaluate as there are no means in place to determine them. Moreover, while the completeness of an ontology can be demonstrated, it cannot be proven.
Other criteria can be more challenging to evaluate as they may not be easily quantifiable. They require manual inspection of the ontology. For example, correctness requires a domain expert or ontology engineer to manually verify that the definitions are correct with reference to the real world. This may not always be feasible for a large ontology or even a repository of many ontologies.
Upon analysis, some of the criteria proposed by the different researchers address similar aspects and do overlap. We have previously described existing criteria proposed in literature and summarised these as eight distinct criteria [33] : clarity, correctness, consistency, completeness, conciseness, minimal ontological commitment, expandability and minimal encoding bias.
Ontology evaluation measures
Ontology evaluation measures are a quantitative means for assessing various aspects of an ontology. Gó mez-Pé rez [8] outlines a list of measures looking at possible errors that could manifest with regards to ontology consistency, completeness and conciseness and we present these in Table 2 .
Given an application and a text corpus that represents the knowledge in that domain, Brewster et al. [2] present some approaches to identify a suitable ontology from a given set of ontologies: counting the number of overlapping terms, vector space similarity measure, structural fit by clustering and mapping terms, and using conditional probability to evaluate the ''best fit'' of an ontology. Two of the above approaches involve ontology evaluation measures for analysing coverage over a given domain are also presented in Table 2 .
Guarino [13] proposes measures of precision and coverage. In information retrieval [1] these are referred to as precision and recall (which we adopt here, and so not confuse with the criteria coverage). Precision is a measure of correctness as it examines the overlap between what is modelled in the ontology and the intended domain being modelled as a proportion of what is modelled in the ontology itself. Recall is a measure of completeness as it examines the overlap between what is modelled in the ontology and the intended domain being modelled as a proportion of what is modelled in the intended domain. Thus, it can be used to examine which definitions are deficient in the ontology.
Measures focusing on structural aspects of an ontology have also been proposed in literature, in particular, the quality of its instantiation and how classes interact with its instances in the knowledge base. Gangemi et al. [6] present a suite of measures focusing on the structure of an ontology and we present these measures in Table 3 . Tartir et al. [26] propose measures to evaluate an ontology's capacity or ''potential for knowledge representation'' and we present these in Table 4 along with some coupling measures proposed by Orm et al. [22] .
Detailed descriptions of selected ontology measures
Below we outline specific details for a selected set of ontology measures, many of which we use later in this paper.
There are differing formal definitions of ontologies proposed in literature [13, 15, 18, 25] . We adopt the following simplified definition of an ontology for the purpose of describing the evaluation measures. Ã is the set of all frames of reference, F c is the set of concepts in a frame of reference, F i is the set of instances in a frame of reference, and F r the set of relationships in a frame of reference (which is the union of the set of relationships between concepts F cr and the set of relationships between instances F ir ).
The above definition includes possible frames of reference for the ontology but for simplicity we exclude axioms, properties and attributes (as they are not required for the measures we discuss). Examples of frames of reference (as described by Gó mez-Pé rez [8] ) are: the real world, a set of requirements, or a set of competency questions. A frame of reference can also be the set of concepts, instances and relationships of a particular domain.
Ontology evaluation measures that use a frame of reference can be problematic. If the frame of reference is specified, then there is no need to also specify the ontology, thus nullifying the need for an evaluation measure. Thus, evaluation against a frame of reference may not seem operationalisable. However, there are many situations that require the evaluation of newly created or existing ontologies. For example, how do we know whether the set of relationships of an ontology has been adequately defined? Thus, the need for measures which use some kind of comparison remains. In other words, measures using an operationalisable frame of reference are useful.
Since a well defined frame of reference for the measures presented above is not practicable, a possible solution to this problem is to approximate a frame of reference using various techniques such as natural language processing, and statistical text analysis. A related example of a text analysis approach is proposed by Brewster et al. [2] . Statistical text analysis is well researched in the information retrieval literature. Utilising some of these techniques, it may be possible to determine whether a concept in the ontology is equivalent to a concept in the frame of reference within some degree of confidence.
Number of overlapping terms: This measure that Brewster et al. [2] propose identifies a count of the number of terms that overlap between a set of concepts in an ontology O c , and the set of terms extracted from terms in a frame of reference F c , such as a text corpus representing a given domain.
where terms Oc is the set of terms in the labels associated with a given concept c in O c and terms Fc is the set of O c that overlaps with the intended model, that is a set of terms from a frame of reference F c . This is given by
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This measure may also use parameters of O i and O r for the set of instances, and relationships between instances and concepts for a given ontology, respectively. Recall: Guarino [13] proposes the coverage measure, which we refer to as recall. Recall is the percentage of the overlap between a set of terms from the domain D, and a set of concepts in an ontology O. This is given by
This measure may also use parameters of O i and O r for the set of instances, and relationships between instances and concepts for a given ontology, respectively. Meta-consistency ratio: Gangemi et al. [6] propose the meta-consistency ratio, which is a measure of the correctness criterion. The measure examines the percentage of concepts in the ontology that have meta-consistency with the total number of concepts in the ontology. A metaconsistent concept subsumes another concept according to meta-logical property constraints such as those outlined in the OntoClean methodology used by Guarino and Welty [14] in OntoClean as discussed in Section 2.2.1. An example of a meta-logical property from OntoClean is rigidity and is defined as (1) ''a property that is essential to all its instances'', (2) ''a non-rigid property is a property that is not essential to some of its instances'' and (3) ''an anti-rigid property is a property that is not essential to all its instances''. A constraint of a concept with the rigid property is that it cannot be subsumed by a concept with an antirigid property. Thus with regards to the rigidity metaproperty constraint according to the OntoClean methodology, an example of a meta-consistent concept is a rigid concept subsuming another rigid concept.
where meta-consistent ðO c Þ is a function which examines the subsumption relationship between concepts and determines a set of meta-consistent concepts. Tangledness: Gangemi et al. [6] propose tangledness, which considers the proportion of multiple parents for each concept to the set of concepts in the ontology. This measure assumes multiple inheritance in an ontology:
where pðcÞ is the number of parents for concept c 2 O c , and fc 2 O c : pðcÞ41g is the set of concepts that have more than one parent in an ontology.
We find this definition of tangledness t Gangemi to be counter-intuitive. The measure of the tangledness of an ontology with the above definition ranges from 1, which denotes that each concept has multiple parents, to infinity to denote no tangledness. A more intuitive definition is simply the inverse of what is defined such that
where pðcÞ is the number of parents for concept c 2 O c , and fc 2 O c : pðcÞ41g is the set of concepts that have more than one parent in an ontology. The revised tangledness measure t, ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 denotes no tangledness and 1 that every concept in the ontology has multiple parents.
Consistency measures: For the consistency criterion, Gó mez-Pé rez [8] proposes measures of circularity errors and inconsistent classes.
Circularity error is a measure of the consistency criteria, that is, whether cycles occur in an ontology. This is useful for evaluating a taxonomy where cycles are not allowed. Gó mez-Pé rez [8] gives three kinds of circularity errors:
Circularity errors at distance of 0 ¼ cyclesðO; 0Þ (6) where cyclesðO; 0Þ is the number of cycles detected between a concept in an ontology with itself:
Circularity errors at distance of 1 ¼ cyclesðO; 1Þ
where cyclesðO; 1Þ is the number of cycles detected between a concept and an adjacent concept:
Circularity errors at distance of n ¼ cyclesðO; nÞ (8) where cyclesðO; nÞ is the number of cycles detected between a concept and another at n concepts away. For inconsistent classes Gó mez-Pé rez [8] proposes measuring the number of subclasses with common classes, and the number of classes with common instances.
Conciseness measures: Gó mez-Pé rez [8] proposes some conciseness measures that count the number semantically identical concepts and instances, as well counting the redundant subclass-of and instance-of relations.
Completeness measures: Gó mez-Pé rez [8] proposes a completeness measure that counts the number of subclasses for concept c that are not explicitly expressed as being disjoint:
This measure may also be applied for a frame of reference:
Recall may also be used to measure completeness, by using it over all relevant frames of reference to obtain a measure of average recall. The range of values for average
recall is from 0, which denotes none of entities in any frame of reference is in the ontology, to 1 denoting that all entities in all relevant frames of reference are modelled in the ontology.
This measure may also use parameters of O i , O r , O cr , O ir for the set of all instances, the set of all relationships, the set of all relationships between concepts, and the set of all relationships between instances for a given ontology, respectively.
The ROMEO methodology
Ontology evaluation assesses ontologies with regards to a set of desirable qualities or ontology requirements, whether it is the process of ontology engineering or the task of ontology selection. It depends on the definition of measures for examining ontology qualities, as well as the correct use of these measures to address ontology requirements. However, there is currently no suitable method to obtain appropriate mappings of these ontology requirements with related measures. A part of this problem is that the set of requirements for a given ontology may differ from one application to another. For example, a method to evaluate an ontology for one application based on one criterion, such as minimal ontological commitment, may not apply to another application, such as one requiring broad coverage of a particular domain. Thus, a methodology to determine an appropriate ontology evaluation method is needed for mapping a set of ontology requirements to suitable measures.
It is with this motivation that we propose a requirements-oriented methodology for evaluating ontologies. The product of the ROMEO methodology is a method of evaluation with mappings of requirements to questions and questions to measures. The role of the ontology describes the ways in which the ontology is used in an application. Ontology requirements specify the qualities, that is the degree of particular characteristics, needed from a suitable ontology for the given application. Questions relate requirements with measures, and may be based on aspects of an ontology evaluation criterion. Measures are quantifiable but not all measures are applicable to all questions, thus, appropriate measures are selected for each question. Fig. 1 shows the components involved in ROMEO, which begins from the intended set of roles of the ontology then links to the corresponding ontology requirements for the respective questions and measures.
In this section, we elaborate on the ROMEO methodology and its components. We specifically consider requirements in Section 3.1, questions in Section 3.2 and measures in Section 3.3. We also discuss this methodology in Section 3.5 and compare it with existing methodologies.
Ontology requirements
An ontology requirement reflects a specific competency or quality that a given ontology must possess in the context of its role in the application. Ontology requirements may be drawn from relevant application requirements of ontology-driven applications, as some application requirements may be relevant in describing specific ontology requirements of the application. The process of defining a set of ontology requirements involves establishing the roles of the ontology, to establish how it is used in an application. The roles of the ontology also help to distinguish applicable ontology requirements from other application requirements.
To aid the specification of ontology requirements, a customised template is provided based on the GQM goal description template. This requirements description template is shown in Table 5 . The use of the requirements description template helps to constrain the definition of ontology requirements into a standard specification. The template also allows aspects of the requirement and its related information to be elaborated upon, such as the context, users, and the motivation for the requirement. A description with the motivation for the ontology requirement should be included to specify its relevance ARTICLE IN PRESS to the evaluation of candidate ontologies for the given application.
Establishing the roles of the ontology: Defining the roles of an ontology helps to give an understanding of how the ontology is used in the context of an application. This step requires a brief description of the application and the qualities of a suitable ontology, and a discussion of each role.
By eliciting the roles of an ontology in the ontologydriven application, we can use them to determine an appropriate set of ontology requirements. The roles also help to decide whether certain requirements apply as there may be application requirements which are relevant but are not necessarily ontology requirements.
Obtaining a set of ontology requirements: A variety of sources may be used in obtaining the set of ontology requirements. We describe the following cases that may occur below:
Case 1: Existing ontology requirements. In the event that a set of ontology requirements for this ontology exists, we adopt it as our ontology requirements.
Case 2: Existing application requirements. A set of ontology requirements may be derived from existing application requirements. Application requirements are specific to a given application, whereas ontology requirements are specific for ontologies in the context of one or more ontology-driven applications. The set of application requirements may be examined to determine which requirement is affected by the content and the quality of the adopted ontology. There may be aspects of a given application requirement that are relevant with respect to how ontologies are used in the application. These application requirements may be drawn from interviews with application developers or from a review of the relevant documentation.
Case 3: No application requirements or documentation exist. For the case where application requirements have not been specified and documented, an analysis of the application and its requirements may be necessary for the sole purpose of determining a set of ontology requirements. It is outside the scope of the ROMEO methodology to perform a complete requirements engineering analysis for the application.
The guiding principle in determining what is included in the set of ontology requirements is that requirements should outline specific competencies and qualities of a suitable ontology in the context of its role in a given application. The set of ontology requirements may vary greatly depending on the role of the ontology for a given application. Without a clear idea on the role of the ontology, it may be difficult to make decisions about which requirements apply.
Questions
After defining a set of ontology requirements to use for ontology evaluation, one or more questions are specified for each ontology requirement identified. Questions help to explore the various aspects of a given requirement and in turn provide a deeper understanding of the requirement.
A question is specified such that its associated requirement is considered to be satisfied when the question is answered and the answer is in a specified range. Each question should consider aspects of a specific ontology quality, criterion or characteristic. The aim is to interpret a given requirement, formalise it into one or more questions and provide a basis for the inclusion of relevant measures in answering each question. With regards to the content of the question, we may base it on an aspect of an ontology evaluation criterion. Questions allow an ontology engineer to map specific aspects of an ontology evaluation criterion that relate directly to a given requirement, rather than trying to map a whole ontology evaluation criterion.
We provide the ROMEO methodology template for questions in Table 6 . The template collects the questions for a given requirement and also prompts a discussion to justify the included questions.
Measures
Measures seek to quantify and provide answers to the question with specific measurements. Each question is typically associated with one measure which is able to answer the question sufficiently. We provide the ROMEO methodology template for measures in Table 7 . The template should be used to include details of the possible range of values, and an optimal range of values for the measure. In selecting appropriate measures, a discussion should be included to outline reasons for each measure 
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Motivation:
Description of the motivation for the requirements. Include reasons for the importance of the requirement and aspects being considered to the evaluation of candidate ontologies Table 6 Question template.
Questions for requirement: Requirement description
Q1:
Question addressing the given requirement Discussion: A brief discussion giving reasons why the questions are relevant to the requirement. used in the template. This discussion may also include a description of what the measure does and how it answers the associated question as well as an accompanying example.
Criteria-questions and suggested mappings to measures
To aid the mapping of requirements to questions and measures, we list some template questions for each criterion below in Tables 8-10 (with mappings to existing measures), and Table 11 (with no mappings to measures). We refer to these questions as criteria-questions. Criteria-questions serve as a starting point for specifying questions. In specifying a set of questions for a particular ROMEO analysis, these criteria-questions may be adapted to suit a given ontology requirement. We also provide suggested mappings to these criteria-questions as a starting point for users of ROMEO in determining appropriate mappings to measures.
In specifying questions, a new ontology evaluation criterion and associated questions may be encountered. As this list is not exhaustive, there may be situations where additional criteria-questions may be defined based on an aspect of an existing ontology evaluation criterion. Questions for a particular ROMEO analysis may also not necessarily be from this list of criteria-questions, and may not fit with any existing ontology evaluation criterion. Consequently, new ontology evaluation criteria and questions may be encountered.
Furthermore, we contend that in the context of many requirements, simply identifying corresponding criteria is not sufficient, as for a given criterion it is unlikely that all possible measures for particular criteria will apply. The plain language question corresponding to each measure are intended to help ontology engineers and those specifying the requirements to agree on choice of the correct appropriate criteria, questions, and measures that are applicable. Table 8 presents mappings of criteria-questions to existing measures for the consistency and conciseness criteria. Mappings of the consistency and conciseness criteria-questions to the respective measures are proposed by Gó mez-Pé rez [8] . For the conciseness criteria-questions, we include the precision measure proposed by Guarino [13] , since precision measures the proportion of the concepts, instances and relationships in the ontology that are also present in the frame of reference. Thus a concise ontology, which does not contain concepts, instances and relationships that are irrelevant, maps to an ontology that has high precision with respect to the frame of reference, that is, it does not model concepts, instances and relationships outside of a frame of reference. Table 9 presents the mappings of criteria-questions of completeness and coverage. Gó mez-Pé rez [8] proposes some mappings for completeness. However, we also include recall as a measure for the respective completeness criteria-questions. For the completeness criterion, measures must account for the relevant frames of reference of the world being modelled to help determine whether an ontology is incomplete. For coverage, the same set of measures are used to address the set of coverage criteria-questions. The exception is that it is only compared with a given frame of reference, which may be a domain. There are no existing measures applicable for minimal ontological commitment. Table 10 presents mappings of criteria-questions to existing measures for the correctness criteria. Correctness is about whether the right concepts, relationships and Table 7 Measures template.
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Measures for question: Question
M1:
Name of the measure Optimal value(s): Value indicating that the given question has been answered Range: Possible range of measurements Discussion: A brief discussion on the reasons the set of measures listed apply to the given question. Also, a discussion on the optimal value and range expected with the set of measures listed. instances have been modelled according to the frame of reference or universe of discourse. We propose mappings of existing measures of the ratio of meta-consistent concepts and precision for the set of correctness criteria-questions. The measure of ratio of meta-consistent concepts applies to whether concepts are captured correctly for a given frame of reference, such as a domain. The measure of precision is also mapped as it is the measure of whether the concepts in an ontology have been captured according to the frame of reference. Thus precision is able to be applied to both conciseness and correctness. Table 11 presents criteria-questions that have no mappings to existing measures-clarity, expandability and minimal ontological commitment. Clarity, introduced by Gruber [9] , refers to a criterion of having definitions in an ontology defined unambiguously. A clear ontology should ''effectively communicate the intended meaning of defined terms'' and where possible the definition should be stated formally [10] . The expandability criteriaquestion relates to whether an ontology can be extended further to describe more fine-grain concepts and relationships while maintaining the current definitions within the ontology. Minimal ontological commitment refers to minimising the ontological commitment of an ontology to allow more freedom in an ontology's usage. Ontological commitment refers to an ontology being able to be agreed upon by users or ontology adopters. However, these criteria and the suggested criteria-questions have no existing measures proposed and is left up to the experience and knowledge of an ontology engineer to determine.
Discussion
As we have seen in this section, ontology evaluation using ROMEO is driven by ontology requirements for an application. ROMEO seeks to associate them with relevant measures through a set of questions. The resulting product of ROMEO is a set of mappings from requirements to questions, and from questions to measures. The ontology evaluation measures can be used as a basis for determining the suitability of an ontology for a given application. ROMEO is also a tool for ontology refinement as it is able to identify applicable measures from ontology requirements and in turn, these can be used to measure aspects of the ontology that are deficient. ROMEO is flexible and is able to accommodate the inclusion of additional measures should other measures be proposed in the future. As application requirements may change over time, ROMEO allows for a systematic approach for reassessing which measures apply, thus, allowing for room to adapt or update the appropriate set of measures as more applicable measures are proposed.
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ROMEO allows for the reuse of mappings in a ROMEO analysis. In ROMEO, the individual mappings that are determined from requirements to questions (which may be based on existing ontology evaluation criteria), and questions to ontology evaluation measures may be reused from one application to another. If there are requirements that are common between different applications, the resulting question ought to be similar, if not the same. However, mappings of questions to measures are more reusable as they are decoupled from a given application. In Section 5, we consider empirical validation experiments of the mappings from questions to measures in addition to the ROMEO methodology.
ROMEO is adapted from the GQM methodology. Although, the use of GQM as the basis of determining appropriate measures is similar to the application of GQM to knowledge bases proposed by Lethbridge [16] , ROMEO is used for the content-based evaluation of ontologies for an application. Lethbridge [16] uses GQM to derive a set of measures for knowledge bases according to general tasks in knowledge engineering. ROMEO differs in that it adapts GQM for ontology engineers to associate requirements with already existing measures using questions for determining an appropriate ontology evaluation method for the ontology-driven application.
Comparison of GQM, OntoMetric and ROMEO
GQM, OntoMetric and ROMEO are all methodologies that rely on the analysis performed by a person, giving rise to human error or bias, which may result in inappropriate evaluation. In the case of ROMEO, there may be cases where an incorrect interpretation of application requirements occurs, or where the ontology engineer has an incorrect understanding of the effect of the measures to apply. However, ROMEO and GQM provide a framework for the users to justify each action taken as analysis occurs at each stage. In the case of ROMEO, the ontology engineer can review and correct the decisions made at each step.
The main difference between GQM and ROMEO is that, while GQM is a general methodology for process improvement, ROMEO is a methodology for ontology evaluation. The GQM methodology is driven by a prior analysis of goals, while the ROMEO methodology is driven by a prior analysis of requirements. Goals in GQM and requirements in ROMEO are used in the respective methodologies to determine which evaluations to carry out. Questions in ROMEO are also used in a similar way as in GQM. A question in GQM defines a specific aspect that is relevant for measurement; a question in ROMEO reflects a specific ontology quality or aspect of an ontology criterion that is relevant for ontology evaluation. Questions may be derived from the suggested list of criteria-questions. Measures in ROMEO and metrics in GQM are equivalent, although in ROMEO, there is a list of existing ontology evaluation measures to choose from.
Both OntoMetric and ROMEO adopt a top-down approach for determining appropriate ontology evaluation measures. Referred to as dimensions [17] , the OntoMetric methodology considers a wider range of issues for ontology selection, such as the language used to build the ontology, and the cost of utilising a given ontology. However, both the ROMEO methodology and OntoMetric evaluate the content of an ontology.
In OntoMetric, ontology evaluation is carried out by having an objective formulated, various criteria are associated with each objective and through a series of steps, a set of measures of the relevant characteristics is determined. Using the analysis of each objective, we begin with the multilevel tree of characteristics, and form a decision tree by pruning and customising it. The MTC has a complete set of dimensions, criteria and characteristics. Each candidate ontology is then compared using this 
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Does the ontology define any relationships between concepts that are overstated for the domain? Does the ontology define any relationships between instances that are overstated for the domain? decision tree. The top-down approach of breaking down the more conceptual objectives into specific characteristics and measures is similar to how ROMEO considers requirements and its relevant measures.
The difference between OntoMetric and ROMEO, however, is in the way ontology criteria, characteristics and qualities are associated with specific measures. In ROMEO, this is achieved through the specification of questions. Whereas in OntoMetric, an entire criterion is associated with an objective, and also requires a complete understanding of the criterion to apply it effectively. We have found that the use of questions offers a more flexible way to determine relevant ontology qualities or characteristics. For example, a criteria-question may be used initially and then customised for use in that specific requirement. Questions are also not limited by the set of criteria-questions available. Users of ROMEO may specify a question outside of the existing set of criteria-questions which suits a particular requirement.
Regarding the use of measures, OntoMetric adopts a linguistic scale for each measure considered, and although not designed for refining or building new ontologies OntoMetric could be used for this purpose. In comparison, the ROMEO methodology associates relevant measures to each question identified. The measures are used to carry out quantitative measurements and collect data for answering a question. Thus they help to determine whether a given requirement is met. Quantitative measurements are better as linguistic scales are subjective as discussed in Section 2.2.2. Table 12 summarises the comparisons of GQM, OntoMetric and ROMEO. Wikipedia deviates in many ways from a conventional encyclopedia. Wikipedia relies on a wiki for the content authoring, which enables documents to be authored in collaborative fashion using simple formatting markup. Wikipedia allows a variety of access methods to its collection of articles, for example, by search, through portals, and by browsing the category structure. Wikipedia's category structure, deviates from conventional category structures in that it is defined in a bottom up manner by allowing users to attach a set of category associations to articles.
In this section, we describe the application of browsing Wikipedia articles using categories, the role of ontologies for this application, which will be used to determine an appropriate ontology evaluation method for this application using the ROMEO methodology from Section 4.2 onwards. We limit our discussion to the English instantiation of Wikipedia. First in Section 4.1 we give a brief background to Wikipedia, the article collection for the English instantiation of Wikipedia, and various methods for navigating the article collection. We discuss the methods of exploring the article collection, and highlight a method of browsing articles, that is, using the Wikipedia category structure as a way of browsing the article collection. We examine the specific role of the ontology, that is, the category structure, for this application.
Wikipedia articles and categories
A key aspect of Wikipedia is providing appropriate navigation methods for the article collection. There are numerous ways of exploring the Wikipedia article collection. A common method of accessing article content is by using the search tool in Wikipedia to match on article title and content. Alternatively, users may issue a query on Wikipedia content using an external online search engine.
Users may also navigate using an index, which is designed to help the reader find information using terms and their associated content. The two main indices in Wikipedia are the alphabetical index of articles by title and the Wikipedia category structure. The alphabetical index is an index of all articles sorted alphabetically by title. The category structure is an index of categories, arranged by subject. The Wikipedia category structure is the main topic of our study. Categories are used to organise articles in Wikipedia topically. However, the category structure was not part of the original design of Wikipedia. There were inadequacies with regards to the reliance on the links in an article, the alphabetical indexing of articles, the use of the search tool, and the reference lists to help users to find articles [30] . Thus in late 2003 a proposal for having a category structure was made as an additional method for finding articles. It was subsequently implemented in early 2004, which allowed the category structure emerge and subsequently evolve.
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Categories are created by annotating an article with the category title, as opposed to specifying a category structure independently from articles. Subcategories may be created by annotating a given category page with the parent category. Each category has associated articles and can have multiple parent and children categories. The intention of this was for users to associate related categories and articles with each other. In 2007 the Wikipedia had 1,079,246 articles in 111,287 categories. 
Design of category structure
The Wikipedia category structure allows for the navigation of information that would otherwise be difficult to locate by submitting a set of query terms to a search engine, or if the user's information need is vaguely defined. Brent Gulanowski, a contributor who initiated the need for a category structure, is quoted below from an archived discussion page in Wikipedia regarding the reason for proposing a category structure for Wikipedia. 4 The primary reason for proposing this system is to ensure that a user of the Wikipedia can see, at a glance, all pages which relate to a particular page that they are reading or a topic that they are interested in. Users should be spared the necessity of following links or performing fruitless searches in the cases where their unfamiliarity with a subject means they do not even know the terms for which they are searching.
In addition to helping with navigation, the Wikipedia category structure may help authors and editors to group articles and maintain a certain consistency in style and granularity of content, for example, the headings and content for articles on film actors, and marking articles for review by editors.
Wikipedia category structure as an ontology
Overall, the Wikipedia category structure does not conform to a tree structure or strict hierarchy as articles may belong to more than one category, and categories may also have multiple parents (although parts of the category structure may be tree-like). The category structure may intersect to allow multiple schemes to co-exist. Parts of the category structure may implement multiple classification systems such that they overlap. These overlapping trees or classifications are allowed in Wikipedia to provide different but valid views on a given set of categories.
The Wikipedia category structure is an evolving information hierarchy that includes concepts and relationships between concepts, that is, a set of categories and subcategory relationships. Also, relationships exist between a given article and a set of categories. There are, however, no complex relationships and logical constraints in the Wikipedia category structure. It is a general ontology, in the sense that it has coverage over multiple domains. In the Wikipedia, there can be many root categories, or starting points. Category:Categories was the absolute root category for the snapshot of the dataset we used-circa end of 2004 (this has been subsequently replaced by Category:Contents). However, in our dataset we took the Category:Fundamental as the root category from which the actual content categories could be accessed. The subcategories Category:Fundamental were: Information, Nature, Society, Structure, and Thought. These are abstract and may be taken as upper level concepts, but they encompass general topic areas that a given Wikipedia article may fall under.
As the Wikipedia category structure is used for browsing, the role of the category structure therefore, is to help users navigate articles through an exploratory mode of browsing between categories, despite the fact that only some users navigate in this manner. We also include the role of the administration and editing of articles.
ROMEO ontology requirements for Wikipedia
In this section, we outline the ontology requirements around the activity of browsing for relevant articles using the ROMEO template introduced in Section 3. We present each of the requirements below based on the Wikipedia guidelines for the category structure and use the appropriate ROMEO template to aid our analysis.
For this case study, ontology requirements are elicited directly from the online documentation of the guidelines for the Wikipedia category structure. We specifically use the online documentation that describes Wikipedia and its category structure. These online documents have been established through discussion and scrutiny of the Wikipedia editorial process, which involves Wikipedia authors, users and editors and provides guidelines for creating, organising and implementing categories. 5 For this case study, the scope of discussion for the ontology requirements includes guidelines relating to the desired quality of content and structure for the Wikipedia category structure. In eliciting a set of ontology requirements, we exclude the editorial role of the ontology in the ROMEO analysis. We focus on the evaluation of the content of the category structure that is used for browsing articles, rather than categories that are used for administrative and editorial purposes. The overall requirement with regards to the content and structure of the ontology is to ''make decisions about the structure of categories and subcategories that make it easy for users to browse through similar articles'' [29] . From this requirement, there are several guidelines that editors outline in the online documentation regarding the category structure. We summarise specific guidelines regarding the content of the Wikipedia category structure below and determine whether they are applicable as ontology requirements.
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Categories do not form a tree: Editors of Wikipedia do not impose a strict hierarchy on the Wikipedia category structure so that any interesting and potentially useful category associations may be incorporated [29] . The guideline from Wikipedia is that ''Categories do not form a tree'', that is, the category structure is intended to be more like a directed acyclic graph that includes the intersection of various categories. Although in practice, cycles may exist. This allows for the ability to accommodate multiple views which co-exist. However, the usefulness of such an intersection of categories is dependent on having an adequate level of intersection without including too much intersection that it impedes user navigation. The structure is intended to give an intersection of domains to make it interesting, sensible and useful for browsing. Thus, we refine the guideline of ''Categories do not form a tree'' as the ontology requirement OR1 of having adequate level of category intersection.
Categories should be appropriately grouped: This guideline of appropriate grouping of categories is about ensuring that the category structure is factual, rich, interesting, and useful for browsing articles. Standard classifications, such as those used in science, may be incorporated and adapted to accommodate alternate views, as long as they achieve the main purpose of aiding users browse. Another suggested method for grouping categories is a functional one where related categories are grouped on a function or theme, for example, the category of ''World War II'' has parent categories of ''Contemporary French history'' and ''Nuclear warfare''-both are different classifications but are combined to give an interesting categorisation using a common intersecting category. As this relates to the structure and content of the category structure, we consider a ontology requirement OR2 the quality of the categorisation and in particular how categories should be grouped, that is, the organisation of parent and child categories for each category.
Cycles should usually be avoided: This guideline relates to the relationships between a set of categories and its subcategories. Cycles may occur for various reasons. The simplest way for a cycle to occur is when a given category is made a subcategory of its child. Although there may be cases where cycles are useful, they generally impede the usability of the Wikipedia category structure, for example, with users getting lost in sequential browsing of a particular cycle of categories. It also impedes certain automated processing of the subcategory using computer programs [29] . Thus, the need to detect and avoid cycles that are not useful. As this relates to the structure of the category structure, we consider this to be ontology requirement OR3 of avoiding cycles in the category structure.
Appropriate categorisation of articles: The guidelines recommend restraint on the number of categories attributed to an article [29] . An article may have too many categories associated with it due to the following reasons:
(1) Possible lack of an appropriate set of categories for the given article. Item 1 relates to a possible lack of content in the Wikipedia category structure. An inadequate set of categories may lead to articles being placed in too many categories. As such, the specification of new categories may be required. This item forms ontology requirement OR4 of ensuring the set of categories available is complete. Item 2 relates to the incorrect association of a set of categories to a given article. Items 3 and 4 violate Wikipedia's policies of ensuring NPOV and verifiability, respectively. These items relate to correctness of the defined relationships between article and category within the category structure. Thus, this is ontology requirement OR5 of ensuring the set of categories associated is correct.
In summary, we identify five ontology requirements:
OR1: adequate level of category intersection; OR2: how categories should be grouped; OR3: avoiding cycles in the category structure; OR4: ensuring the set of categories available is complete; OR5: ensuring the set of categories associated is correct.
In the remainder of Section 4.2, we explain the application of each step in the ROMEO methodology to the first of these ontology requirements; we then list the resulting questions and measures for all the ontology requirements. Table 13 presents the ROMEO analysis for ontology requirement OR1 using the requirements description template.
Questions
In considering the ontology requirement OR1 outlined in the previous section, we present below a question that helps to address those requirements. Accompanying the question is a discussion of how we arrived at it and some qualities to consider for this requirement.
OR1 is not just about how intersected an ontology is. A highly intersected ontology would reduce the quality of the ontology and would not be useful for users browsing it. Conversely, an ontology with very little category intersection for Wikipedia may not be as rich and interesting for users browsing it. The key for this requirement is determining whether there is adequate intersectedness in the category structure, as emphasised by the question presented for this requirement in Table 14 .
Intersectedness does not appear in the list of existing ontology evaluation criteria and there is no defined criteria-question for this quality. It was discovered by applying the ROMEO methodology for this case study.
Measures
In this section, we associate one or more measures for each of the questions that was specified in the previous section. Each measure seeks to answer the question quantitatively. Accompanying each description of the measure is a discussion summarising its intent, an optimal value or range of values and a range of possible values for the measures. The proposed measure for Q1 is shown in the ROMEO template in Table 15 .
For Q1, the appropriate measure is tangledness and we use the formula for tangledness defined in Section 2 in Eq. (5) . Tangledness gives the measure of multiple parents to the number of categories in the structure. The optimal values for tangledness of a category structure for Wikipedia may vary and is dependent on a given domain. Overall, the Wikipedia category structure has a tangledness value of 0.69. However, for different sets of subcategories of the category structure, this value may vary from 0.2 and 0.8. What may be an optimal value in one domain may not apply in another domain, so we Tangledness measures the ratio of multiple parent categories. This measure may help us understand how intersected the category structure is. Measurements for this measure are values between 0 and 1, indicating the level of category intersection (0 indicating no intersection and 1 indicating a completely intersected ontology). Using this measure, we evaluate what the threshold for an appropriate value for indicating the adequate intersection of categories. Optimal value for this measure is yet to be determined, but having considered some categories and its tangledness value, between 0.2 and 0.8 is the proposed threshold. 
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Motivation:
Having an intersecting category structure facilitates user navigation of articles based on the given information need through the ability to browse alternate but somewhat related domains. In doing so, users may browse useful articles that they did not expect to encounter. For example, if we consider the Food and Drink category, it may intersect with categories such as Culture, Health, and Digestive system. All are related and may be in mind of users as they browse.
Table 14
Questions for OR1.
Questions for OR1: Adequate intersection of categories.
Q1: Does the category structure have an adequate intersection of categories?
Discussion: An adequate degree of intersectedness is sought in Q1. Q1 considers the degree of intersectedness in the category structure. Having not enough category intersection may result in an increased amount of browsing, which impedes the task of finding information. Conversely, if a given category is completely connected to all other concepts in the category structure, then the resulting category structure is as good as an index of all available categories, which is not useful.
suggest a range of values for tangledness of 0.2-0.8 to give a reasonable bound for a desirable tangledness value. Applying the ROMEO analysis to all the ontology requirements leads to the measures listed in Table 16 . Some of these measures were listed earlier in the paper, but M8 and M9 are new measures that are specific to the application requirements of Wikipedia for its category. Unfortunately several of these measures cannot be automated and would require manual inspection of categories and their associated articles.
Validation process
The validation process is used to verify a mapping of a requirement to a question as well as a question to a measure, that is established using the ROMEO methodology. The process validates a mapping using a set of tasks carried out in a controlled experimental setup to compare the performance of a given task on a set of ontologies. The validation environment may use an ontology-driven application to benchmark the performance of each task or direct measures to compare each ontology for each task. This step of validation is separate from the ROMEO methodology. However, it complements the ROMEO methodology in that it helps to validate the mappings used in the ROMEO analysis. Carrying out these validation experiments allows the ontology engineer to observe the actual working of the measures, that is, whether the right measures are used to measure the ontology characteristics from the ROMEO question and measure mapping.
The validation environment
The validation of a given mapping may be carried out using one of two types of validation experimental setup. The first type of experimental setup examines aspects of the ontology directly like a white-box test, for example, matching the concepts of an ontology with concepts in a given domain. Fig. 2 illustrates the overview of this type of validation, where a set of tasks is performed in a validation environment on a set of ontologies that is varied according to a specific ontology characteristic. We then analyse measurements from the validation experiment.
Another type of experimental setup compares the performance of a set of tasks carried out on an ontologydriven application like a black-box test. Fig. 3 illustrates this type of validation process, where a set of tasks is performed in a validation environment, which includes the use of a set of ontologies that is varied according to a specific ontology characteristic. The performance of each task is then benchmarked against each other. We then compare the effect that each ontology had on the tasks performed. We specifically examine whether an ontology that varies on a specific characteristic helps with the tasks. An experiment conducted in this way performs an indirect measurement of the ontology characteristic by varying the base ontology. This seeks to observe the performance of the base ontology and its variants in a given application environment.
Obtaining comparable ontologies
The set of ontologies used in empirical validation experiments ought to be comparable, for example, if we were validating the measure of an ontology's coverage, comparable ontologies should describe the same domain, rather than a variety of domains. They should vary according to the characteristic being considered in a way that is independent of any other characteristics.
The problem with obtaining comparable ontologies from a collection of existing ontologies is that they are not always available. Furthermore, concepts and relations in the ontology may be vastly different, as they may include aspects of other domains or have different levels of detail. Hence, we may not be able to make a fair comparison of these existing ontologies.
A solution to the problem of obtaining comparable ontologies is to vary an ontology to derive a set of ontologies. This solution takes a candidate ontology and systematically alters it to be varied according to a given characteristic or measure, for example, a given ontology may be altered to have an increased size. The drawback is that this approach may not be possible in every case. Not all ontology characteristics can be varied systematically. For example, ontology breadth is difficult to alter unless more children are introduced for a set of concepts or there is an increase in the set of concepts to allow for more breadth. Nevertheless, for characteristics that are able to be varied systematically, the set of ontologies produced can be used to compare the performance of ontologies via empirical validation experiments. Fig. 2 . White-box validation process. Fig. 3 . Black-box validation process.
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Select appropriate tasks and benchmarking standards
In carrying out a task-based approach to ontology evaluation, we propose to model the task on the browsing of an information space using a given category structure-much in the same way users would do when browsing categories from Wikipedia. In this section, we describe the dataset used and ontologies taken from Wikipedia's category hierarchy, the experimental design for the evaluations and present outcomes from a user study we undertook.
Validating intersectedness mapping
We validate a mapping of a question regarding adequate category intersection to the measure of tangledness. This mapping is taken from the ROMEO analysis performed on the Wikipedia application in Section 4 and is shown in Table 15 .
This question examines the adequate intersection of categories in the ontology, or in this case, the category structure. The appropriate measure for this question is tangledness, as determined in the ROMEO analysis considered in Section 4 with Wikipedia. The definition of the tangledness measure is the proportion of nodes in the graph that have more than one parent (as defined in Eq. (5)).
The validation experiment involves a group of users browsing an information space using a given category structure-much in the same way users would do when browsing categories from Wikipedia. The set of tasks used includes different browsing task types. As we are examining tangledness, the set of ontologies we use in this experiment varies in tangledness. If this mapping is valid, we will observe a corresponding variation of the performance on the tasks carried out.
In this section, we present the experimental design for the evaluations that are undertaken, specifically, we describe the dataset used and the ontologies that were taken from Wikipedia's category structure. Last, we present outcomes from a user study we undertook for validating our mapping of the adequate category intersection question to the tangledness measure.
Experimental setup
The experimental setup used here compares the performance of a set of ontologies that vary on tangledness. This experiment involves a user study that observes the performance of users browsing Wikipedia articles using the set of varied ontologies. The goal was to examine the browsability of an ontology in completing a range of tasks to find information in the set of Wikipedia articles, that is, the ability of users to locate information by browsing using the category structure for articles about a given information. The set of Wikipedia articles is taken directly from the Wikipedia database, which is available online.
6 Fig. 4 summarises our task-based evaluation for validating this ROMEO mapping.
Ontologies used: For this user study, we used the category structure and the associated set of articles from the English language version of Wikipedia. The Wikipedia category structure is obtained from System One's RDF representation of it, also available online. 7 This was constructed from the Wikipedia database dated March 2006, in which each article and category is represented as an RDF triple with category and inter-article relations. The relations represented in the Wikipedia categories are category-subcategory, category-article and article-article relations. For a given category, no restrictions are put on the number of parent and subcategories. There may be multiple parent and child categories. Also, there are no restrictions on the number of categories to associate an article with (as long as they are related). However, there are some limitations with regards to the Wikipedia categories. Some categories are administrative in nature, for example, ''Sporting stubs''. An article in such a category has little information written for it but has been linked from another article previously written. Also, a given article may not have any categories associated with it. This means that some articles are not viewable from navigating the category structure. Despite this, the Wikipedia category structure is a rich organisation, and is used here as the basis for the validation experiment. In processing the categories, we traversed the subtree in breadth-first search fashion starting from the category ARTICLE IN PRESS ''Category:Fundamental'', which we take to be the root of the content section, to obtain a set of measures of the Wikipedia category structure. We present these measures in Table 17 .
From Table 17 , we observe that the Wikipedia categories have a ratio of about 1:10 between the number of categories and their associated articles. Also, the category structure is not deep considering the number of articles and categories, with the number of levels as 14. Instead, it is quite broad with an average breadth of 8559.5 in a given level. The overall Wikipedia category structure is also quite tangled with 69% of all Wikipedia categories having multiple parents.
For this user study, we needed to obtain a set of ontologies which vary on tangledness. Additionally, these ontologies had to be based on the original subtree, semantically reasonable, utilised all the categories in the subtree and was comparable to the original subtree. We were faced with two options-either vary the original Wikipedia subtree or generate a subtree category structure according to an automated technique-which was a variation on a document clustering technique. We carried out both methods for producing untangled ontologies in this experiment. We present the two methods below.
Method for removing tangledness: Removing tangledness meant removing occurrences of multiple parents in a given category. The specific algorithm we used was Dijkstra's algorithm for finding a single-source shortest path tree. This is the most appropriate shortest path algorithm available as we know the root of the subtree. Where there were more than one parent candidate category, we chose the category that was most similar to the category being considered. For the similarity measure here, we used the cosine similarity from TF-IDF measures of the article titles within the categories considered. We found this kept the subtree semantically equivalent. For example, untangling the excerpt of the Food subtree in Fig. 5 (a) resulted in Fig. 5(b) . In this example, the relationship between Cereals and Barley is omitted to remove tangledness, since the shortest path from the Foods category to Barley is via the Staple Foods category.
Method for generating subtrees: For a given subtree of the Wikipedia category hierarchy, we removed all category relations from it and applied a document clustering technique over the categories contained in the base subtree. We used partitional-based criterion-driven document clustering based on features gathered from a combination of the category title and associated article information [34] provided in the Cluto clustering toolkit. We used the category title and clustered on a few varying data parameters: category title, category title and the associated article titles, and category title and the associated article text. We also varied the clustering technique based on the number of features considered and also the resulting number of clusters on each clustering event. We used the cosine similarity function for this.
Using the two methods discussed above, we obtained from the original subtree a two varied subtrees b and c for a given domain, where a: Wikipedia original. b: Wikipedia original (tangledness removed). c: Generated (untangled).
Tasks and domains: Below we outline the tasks and domains in our user studies. First, we discuss some background to a browsing activity from the literature, and determine what types of tasks are appropriate to perform in the validation experiment.
Browsing: A browsing activity is different from a search activity. Both have goals in mind, however, Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto [1] differentiate search from browse by the clarity of user goals. In search, users enter into a system keywords that are related to their information need. They are then presented with a list of results the system returns as similar and users can decide to select There may not be a specific query as such associated. However, answers to user goals and information needs can be readily recognised in a browsing activity. Thus, the clarity and mode of accessing this information differs in browsing.
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Marchionini [19] outlines the range of browsing types from a directed browse to an undirected browse. A directed or intentional browsing behaviour is usually associated with tasks that are closed or specific. These refer to a task where there are usually not more than a few answers to the information need. On the other hand, an undirected browse is exploratory in nature and this browsing behaviour is associated with tasks that are more open or broad. These refer to a task where there may be many answers to the information need.
The efficiency of browsing is affected by the user's knowledge of the domain and the specificity of the browse task. It is characterised by movement. Thompson and Croft [27] describe browsing as an ''informal or heuristic search through a well connected collection of records in order to find information relevant to one's need''. In a browsing activity, users evaluate the information that is currently displayed, its value to their information need, and what further action to take.
The type of browsing that users would perform on the Wikipedia category structure is ''Structure Guided Browsing'' [1] and can encompass broad and undirected browsing to directed and specific browsing. Thus, the tasks that were used incorporated the different kinds of browsing behaviour which was discussed above.
Browsing tasks: Each participant was given a set of tasks to complete within a 10 min duration (inclusive of pre-and post-task questions). The given tasks were domain specific, and hence would not be comparable in other domains. We chose to use domains that were as separate from each other as possible so as to reduce the learning effect from completing tasks on a given domain. Also, we chose three levels of specificity regarding the nature of the tasks (see Table 18 ). We proposed Tasks 1-3 and 4-6 to have increasing levels of specificity, from broad to specific, in their respective domains X and Y. For example, International racing competitions (Task 1) covered a broad range of possible answers within the Racing Sports domain (X). Whereas Makers of F1 racing cars (Task 3) was a very specific task type in the same domain. Table 19 outlines the task sequence for each user for the experiment we used to compare various aspects of the generated subtrees. In Table 19 , the original Wikipedia ARTICLE IN PRESS t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 User 10 t4 t5 t6 t1 t2 t3 User 2 t2 t3 t1 t5 t6 t4 User 11 t5 t6 t4 t2 t3 t1 User 3 t3 t1 t2 t6 t4 t5 User 12 t6 t4 t5 t3 t1 t2 b c a b c a b c a b c a User 4 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 User 13 t4 t5 t6 t1 t2 t3 User 5 t2 t3 t1 t5 t6 t4 User 14 t5 t6 t4 t2 t3 t1 User 6 t3 t1 t2 t6 t4 t5 User 15 t6 t4 t5 t3 t1 t2 c a b c a b c a b c a b User 7 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 User 16 t4 t5 t6 t1 t2 t3 User 8 t2 t3 t1 t5 t6 t4 User 17 t5 t6 t4 t2 t3 t1 User 9 t3 t1 t2 t6 t4 t5 User 18 t6 t4 t5 t3 t1 t2 subtree a is compared with the same subtree altered to remove multiple parents b, hence being untangled. We considered an additional subtree for this experiment, which appears as subtree c. This subtree was generated using a document clustering technique. For this experiment, we used the Latin squares method of determining in what order the participants use the subtrees to be compared. We did this to remove the learning factor of users progressing from one subtree to another in a given domain. Using this configuration each user has a unique task sequence. We also applied blocking on the domain. Last, we rotated the domain after nine users.
Analysis of varied ontologies
After varying the subtree for each of the two domains, we took measurements on these to analyse the changes and present them in Table 20 . The Racing Sports domain (X) has 1185 categories. The Foods domain (Y) has 652 categories. These were ideal sizes for the time given to each user to browse through in that they were sufficiently large such that users would probably not look at all categories. The average number of articles per category is 15 and 20.
We observe that for each domain, subtree b does not have any multiple parents. Having an untangled subtree reduces the total number of parents compared with the Wikipedia original subtree (subtree a). The generated subtree (c) had fewer levels as they were generally broader than the others. The effect of this is presenting the user with about twice as many narrower category links compared with the other subtrees. Figs. 6(a) and (b) present a visualisation of the original and untangled subtrees used in the two domains. 9 
Benchmarking
To benchmark the performance of users with regards to browsing and marking relevant articles for a given task, we observed the browsing efficiency and effectiveness of users. For efficiency, we looked at the number of backtracking actions a user does. Included are the number of clicks a user made to:
(1) go back to the previous category; (2) go back to the top category; (3) click on a past category or article from history links;
For effectiveness, we considered the number of relevant articles users marked for each task. For each article marked, we evaluated the marked article as:
Not relevant: Does not relate to the task. Somewhat-relevant: Has bits of relevant information. Mostly relevant: Most of article is relevant. Definitely relevant: All of article is relevant.
Significance testing: For the significance testing, we used a two-tailed unpaired unequal variance t-test. The p-value indicates the probability that the values for the users' performance for the specific comparison are from the same distribution. We may consider the performance of a given subtree to be different from another with statistical significance if the p-value is lower than 0.05. That is, there is less than 5% chance that the two distributions are from the same population.
Results
We present the results of the user study experiment below. Specifically, we present the major performance comparisons for tasks that users completed using the set of ontologies. The results for the user study experiments on the original Wikipedia category structure. Subtree c is a generated category organisation based on a clustering technique. The resulting category organisation for subtree c was selected from several versions that is varied on different parameters and the best subtree was chosen on the basis of the number of category-subcategory relations in the generated subtree (c) that appeared in the original Wikipedia subtree (a). This tended to yield broad subtrees using our method for generating subtrees. We also observed that broader subtrees had an effect in reducing subtree depth. The results from Figs. 8 and 9 show that users generally performed the set of tasks better using subtree b than with subtree c. The exception is the results for users performing Task 6 and we account for this in further discussion of results later in this section. Because of the difference in performance, we limit our analysis to comparing tangledness using the better ontology (subtree b) with the original ontology (subtree a).
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Comparing subtrees a (base) and b (untangled): We summarise our findings in Tables 21 and 22 , and give further details on the main measures for each subtree and include significance tests. The major rows in Table 21 are grouped by individual tasks followed by task types in Table 22 .
The minor rows are grouped into backtracking clicks and measures of relevant articles found. We sum up measures of definitely-, mostly-and somewhat-relevant articles found and present this in the table as relevant articles found. The first column shows the task comparisons. We list the corresponding averages for each measure on each subtree beside it. The last column in each of Tables 21 and 22 present p-values for the significance tests carried out on each measure.
A table of results with more specific observations from the experiment of significant differences and is presented in Table 23 . For each observation that is included in Table 23 , results for both subtrees a and b are presented as well as the p-value from the t-test conducted. The last column in this table shows the p-values from the significance test using the two-tailed unpaired unequal variance t-test.
Overall, we found that in comparison to subtrees b (untangled), a (original) enabled users to be more efficient in finding relevant articles. Of the set of articles viewed, the number of definitely relevant answers found in subtree a was 6% better than subtree b. This was statistically significant.
Looking at the individual tasks in Table 21 , the main differences found between subtrees a and b were highlighted in Tasks 3 and 6. Of the set of tasks, Tasks 3 and 6 were the most specific.
In Task 3, users were asked to find articles about ''Formula one car makers''. Here we found that users marked articles from a more diverse set of categories using subtree a than with subtree b. On average, users marked articles in 3.5 subcategories when browsing with subtree a compared to users marking articles in 1.7 subcategories when browsing with subtree b. This was statistically significant according to the t-test.
On average, users browsing with subtree a had 7.5 definitely relevant articles compared users browsing with subtree b, which had 2.5. However, this was not statistically significant. Upon closer inspection of the category structure, the Formula One section of the subtree had many categories with multiple parents that were related which explains how users were able to browse more effectively. We also found that users performed three times better using subtree a in finding more relevant articles.
In Task 6, users were asked to find wine regions in Australia. Subtree a did significantly better than subtree b. Using subtree a, four out of the six users found related articles for this task-of which three users found definitely relevant articles, while all users using subtree b failed to find any related articles.
In observing users perform Tasks 3 and 6, the key was finding the specific gateway category. This gateway category opened up relevant categories which were often clustered together around the gateway. For Task 6, this gateway category was more difficult to find in subtree b because there were relations missing from the categories where users were looking. The key category for Task 6 in subtree b was located in a related but obscure category called ''Herbs and Medicinal herbs''. In contrast, users performing the task on subtree a tended to find the key category Wine as a multiple parent of ''Grape varieties'' which helped them perform this task well.
Outcome of validation experiment
In this section, we carried out user studies on the browsing of Wikipedia articles using a set of ontologies which varied on tangledness. This was to validate the performance of ontologies based on the ROMEO mapping identified in Section 4. The results from the validation experiment showed that tangledness impacts on a user's performance in browsing articles using a given category structure. Overall, subtree a, which had a degree of tangledness, enabled users to perform tasks more efficiently than subtree b. For the specific task types, specifically Tasks 3 and 6, users performed with greater effectiveness and efficiency using subtree a to browse the categories to find relevant articles than they did using subtree b. Thus, in carrying out this empirical validation experiment, the ROMEO mapping between the question of ''Does the category structure have an adequate intersection of categories?'' and the measure of tangledness is found to be valid.
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Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we presented ROMEO, a requirementsoriented methodology for evaluating ontologies, and applied it to the task of evaluating the suitability of some general-purpose ontologies for supporting browsing in Wikipedia. Following the ROMEO methodology, we identified requirements that an ontology must satisfy in order to support browsing in Wikipedia, and mapped these requirements to evaluation measures. We validated part of this mapping by conducting a task-based user study that compared variants of two sub-domains of the Wikipedia category structure; variants were obtained by untangling the original (tangled) sub-domains. We also experimented with a technique for generating a variant ontology by clustering categories, but the resulting ontologies were not comparable with the original Wikipedia sub-domains. The user study confirmed that tangledness might be desirable in ontologies and category structures that support browsing in general knowledge application areas like Wikipedia; this is especially significant for tasks that require the user to locate specific information.
However, we found no significant differences in performance for tasks that require the user to locate more general information. Thus for future work, we propose further task-based user studies into the effects of depth, breadth and fanout. Other avenues for further work are identifying better untangling algorithms as well as looking at the effect of adding tangledness according to an automated process and evaluating those for browsing. 
